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Personal assistant agents capable of proactively offering assistance can be more helpful to their users through their ability to perform tasks that otherwise would require user involvement. This article characterizes the properties desired of proactive behavior by a personal assistant agent in the realm of task management and develops an operational framework to implement such capabilities. We present an extended agent architectural model that features a meta-level layer charged with identifying potentially helpful actions and determining when it is appropriate to perform them. The reasoning that answers these questions draws on a theory of proactivity that describes user desires and a model of helpfulness. Operationally, assistance patterns represent a compiled form of this knowledge, instantiating meta-

*Authors listed in reverse alphabetical order.
reasoning over the agent’s beliefs about its user’s activities as well as over world state. The resulting
generic framework for proactive goal generation and deliberation has been implemented as part of a
personal assistant agent in the computer desktop domain.
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1. Introduction

An enduring vision is the intelligent personal assistant agent that can aid people in their
day-to-day lives. Over the last 20 years, research has explored personalized assistance
in domains as diverse as eldercare, office applications, military command and control, and
recreation and tourism.

We are interested in aiding a human user in managing and performing complex tasks
in an office desktop setting. As such, our overall goal is to reduce the amount of effort
required by the human to complete the tasks that she wishes to perform. Effort here en-
compases both the activities necessary to perform the tasks, and the cognitive load in
managing and monitoring them; we use the term task management to describe broadly the
planning, execution, and oversight of tasks. It follows that a personal assistant agent may
aid its user directly by performing tasks on her behalf or in conjunction with her, and
indirectly through actions such as providing context for her work, triaging information, and
offering suggestions and reminders.

We have explored these ideas within a system for intelligent personalized assistance
called Cognitive Assistant that Learns and Organizes (CALO). The focus for a CALO
agent is to support a busy knowledge worker — highly competent professionals whose tasks
are complex, adaptable, and collaborative in nature — in dealing with the twin problems
of information and task overload. Specifically, CALO’s task management capabilities
are grounded in a module called the Project Execution Assistant (PExA). This article
describes the architecture and design decisions of the task management functionality within
the implemented PExA module. For the sake of simplicity, in this article we will refer to
the system only as CALO.

Prior to the work described, CALO’s task-related capabilities were manifest in delega-
tive behavior, in which the agent adopts intentions only in response to being explicitly
assigned goals by its user. CALO is able to perform a variety of routine office tasks del-
egated by its user, such as arranging meetings and completing online forms, as well as
more open-ended processes such as purchasing equipment or office supplies and arranging
conference travel.

An obvious limitation of CALO’s delegative model is the lack of a proactive capa-
bility that would enable the agent to anticipate the needs of its user, as well as to antici-
pate opportunities and problems, and then act on its own initiative to address them.

Complementing PExA’s capabilities for task management in CALO are a meeting assistant and an information assistant. The meeting assistant is designed to enhance a user’s participation in a meeting through mechanisms that track the topics that are discussed, the participants’ positions on them, and any resultant decisions. The information assistant provides tools to organize information within the user’s desktop environment in order to support more efficient access and improved decision making.
Indeed, proactive behavior is seen as an essential characteristic of autonomous and semi-autonomous agents. We are interested in developing proactive behaviors along these lines within CALO, to increase the overall effectiveness of the system as a personal assistant for task management.

This article commences with a theoretical model for proactive behavior in the context of a personal assistant agent. Building on prior attempts to distill the desiderata for proactivity, we lay out a set of theoretical principles. We propose an agent reasoning layer to realize these principles in a goal-directed manner. In the latter portion of the article, we describe the implemented proactive assistance capability of the CALO agent system, based on our agent framework.

**Contribution.** This article describes our approach to operationalizing proactive behavior within an actualized intelligent personal assistant agent. We augment a Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) framework with a meta-reasoning layer that reasons about what tasks may be appropriate for the agent to perform and when initiative should be taken to perform them. Such reasoning is inherently meta level: in addition to requiring deliberation over a model of the user’s state and intentions, it further requires that the agent reason about its capacity to perform potentially helpful tasks given its current commitments and capabilities. Further still, because of the importance of personalization in providing helpful assistance, the agent’s reasoning and behavior must adapt to the preferences and individual needs of its user.

Guided by a theory of proactivity, our implementation of this reasoning is grounded in assistance patterns. These generic rules represent a compiled form of knowledge (at present formulated by knowledge engineers) about how to assist with task management. Since the literature studies the techniques by which a proactive assistant can reason over the modality and timing of its activity — such as predicting the potential disruption versus the potential beneficial effects — we do not focus on this aspect, instead drawing on the techniques available.

Our primary contribution is to the problems of determining both the situations in which to take initiative for task management and what actions to perform. We provide an approach that is theoretically grounded while being practically realizable. Further, the generic framework developed dovetails with mechanisms for improving agent behavior through automated learning. Our work provides the basis for proactive assistance in the implemented CALO system by means of context-sensitive suggestions.

**Organization.** After situating our work in Section 2, we characterize the properties desired of proactive behavior in Section 3. In Section 4 we present an extended BDI framework with a meta-level layer designed to support proactive goal generation, along with a theory of proactivity to drive this behavior. In Section 5 we describe the operationalization of our model of proactive assistance, as implemented within the CALO agent system. We conclude in Section 6 with a survey of future challenges.
2. Related Work

The vision behind the CALO project was a personal assistant for a busy decision-maker in an office environment, akin to an administrative assistant who can help facilitate routine tasks. CALO thus fits into the heritage of user-assistive agents. A primary objective of the project was to stimulate the development of Artificial Intelligence (AI) learning technology to support autonomous adaptation to the user.

Isbell and Pierce describe an Interface-Proactivity continuum that ranges from zero to full automation. An analogous continuum focused on task management might be: “Do It Yourself”, “Tells You What to Pay Attention To”, “Makes Suggestions”, and “Makes Decisions” (and possibly thus takes action). While systems developed by AI researchers often lean toward the autonomy side of this continuum — in contrast to work in human-computer interaction, which has emphasized the interface side — CALO, like some other previous and contemporary efforts to design assistive agents, spans several points. We next survey a selected subset of these efforts.

The Office Assistant in Microsoft Office was based “in spirit” on the Lumière project. Although more limited in scope than CALO, Lumière shared an ambition to help a user. The domain of the project was user tasks in an office software package; Lumière deliberately considered proactive behavior. In expressing the rationale, Horvitz et al. describes the agent reasoning:

[W]e have also been interested in the question of deliberating about when to step forward to assist a user. We believe strongly that such intrusions should be done in a careful and conservative manner, with the express approval of users.

We built versions of the Lumière prototype that employ Bayesian models to control such “speculative assistance” actions, coupled with user-interface designs that showed promise for minimizing disruption and for putting the user in control of interruptions. …

We also designed a “background assistance tracking” feature that would simply watch in the background as a user worked. An analysis, including such compilations as a custom-tailored set of readings, would be made available for review or printing when the user requested such an overall critiquing, or context-sensitive assistance manual.

Lumière provides what we call application-focused proactivity: the agent offers assistance in the context of a single application. Other examples of application-focused proactivity include interface agents and, although not often construed as an agent, adaptive user interfaces. While this type of proactivity is certainly within the scope of our work, we are interested in broader forms of proactive behavior that extend beyond any single application. Accordingly, we will later introduce two other forms of proactivity.

The Electric Elves project developed personal assistants with a range of functions related to supporting a busy office worker — an application domain similar to that of CALO — including a set of proactive capabilities designed to further specific user objectives related to meeting scheduling. These included, for example, delaying or rescheduling meetings when the user was likely to be late. Electric Elves was focused on shared activities within a team setting, unlike the single-user focus of CALO, albeit in a collaborative work setting.
The RADAR project, a sibling of CALO, developed a personal assistant intended to help users cope with email overload as effectively as a human assistant. By parsing email messages, the system attempts to identify certain tasks, such as filling out a form or collating information for a briefing report, and offers to initiate them for mixed-initiative user-system completion. RADAR shares with our work an integration into the software desktop and commercial applications, but focuses on email triage, management, information extraction, and email-related task execution.

ANTIPA is a cognitive assistant designed to proactively manage information on behalf of overloaded users. The agent integrates probabilistic plan recognition with constraint-based information gathering, with the aim of providing the user with relevant information in a timely manner. Although information gathering is an important way in which an agent can proactively assist its user, it is only one aspect of the task management assistance that we explore.

The value of proactive behavior has been explored in intelligent guides and personal tutors, and in Non-Player Characters in interactive entertainment. In the former, for example, Bellotti et al. present an agent that makes suggestions of nearby places of interest, based on a model of user desires and goals. The scope is deliberately limited to more narrow domain tasks, such as guiding the user from the current location to an attraction.

There has been much ongoing work on assistive technologies to aid people with cognitive disabilities in managing their daily activities. Here, proactivity also plays an important role (e.g., Refs. 78 and 38). These systems monitor a person’s actions to understand what she is doing, and interact when appropriate to provide reminders, situationally relevant information, and suggestions to aid in problem solving. The complexity of the domain and the challenges of situated or ambient intelligence assistance are substantial, and consequently the types of assistance developed to date are by comparison simple — compared to the types of assistance desirable in the computer desktop domain.

Theories of collaborative problem solving clearly relate to the notion of proactive assistance: user–agent collaborative activity can be viewed as one aspect of task management. For the most part, these theories extend BDI models of agency to incorporate notions of joint beliefs and commitments. For example, Joint Intention theory formalizes the communication acts made between agents to establish and maintain joint belief and intention: the obligations on what ‘message’ to communicate and under what circumstances to do so. A form of meta-level reasoning over agent state drives the collaborative behavior. Planned Team Activity theory also captures collective intentionality by introducing plural-subject constructs; applications of this formalism focus mostly on team formation.

SharedPlans theory, in contrast, contains only single-subject intentions, but augments them with an “intend that” construct. It specifies collaborative refinement of a partial plan by multiple agents, handling hierarchical action decomposition and partial knowledge of belief and intention. The theory expressly includes meta-cognitive tasks, such as cultivating collaborative goals by deliberating over commitments.
According to SharedPlans theory, members of a collaborative activity have the intention that the activity will be successful, which forms the theoretical foundation for members of a collaboration to support and assist each other. SharedPlans proposes decision-making rules for supportive behavior that suggest reasoning about costs and benefits of a supportive action for the collaboration, though it does not suggest a way of capturing these values. COLLAGEN is an example of a system that instantiates these ideas, drawing on the SharedPlans theory. It provides a framework for building assistive agents that collaborate with a human to achieve tasks together. Its assistance is based around precoded models of tasks; the current task state is described as a collaborative dialogue consisting of a plan tree (tracking the state within the task model) and a focus stack (tracking the current focus of attention). By reasoning over these structures, COLLAGEN responds to user actions and utterances by acting or communicating appropriately.

Applications of SharedPlans include also task allocation and analysis of helpful behavior, but are limited in terms of proactive scope. Agents’ reasoning about themselves and other agents in a collaborative activity and a formalized model for reasoning about the cost and benefit of a supportive action on the collaboration have been developed. Proactive sharing of information, in an extended SharedPlans formulation, has been studied in the multi-agent team setting. SharedPlans has also been applied to discourse modeling.

STEAM is an agent system that uses hybrid of Joint Intention and SharedPlans theories, with practical extensions for monitoring and replanning as well as decision-theoretic communication selectivity, to reason about team building and communication — including the effect of a supportive action on a collaborative activity. STEAM has been applied to coordinated helicopter operations and virtual soccer-playing agents. This and related lines of work in flexible team coordination and collaborative problem solving agents differs from CALO, where a single agent is assisting a single human user, albeit in a shared work setting.

Applications of Joint Intentions have focused on dialogue management in agent collaboration (e.g., Ref. 46). STAPLE is an agent that uses Joint Intention theory to generate dialogue, as it collaboratively plans and acts to solve problems with other agents. The nature of the collaborative tasks are joint goals shared between a team of cooperative agents; thus STAPLE’s operation is not limited to the system – user tasks of COLLAGEN. STAPLE combines an extended BDI architecture and distinguished joint goals. By formal reasoning over its beliefs (albeit a computationally intensive exercise), a STAPLE agent acts and communicates with other agents to achieve the joint task.

Like STAPLE, the Smart Personal Assistant (SPA) is an assistive agent built around a BDI framework. In contrast to COLLAGEN and STAPLE, the dialogue model of a SPA agent is encoded as part of its plans. However, domain-independent dialogue plans (handling discourse-level goals such as recognizing the user’s intention) and domain-dependent plans (handling domain-level dialogue aspects and task achievement) are distinguished. Learning is incorporated into the BDI architecture to guide plan selection, so that the SPA...
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agent adapts its responses according to the context of the conversation, the user’s location and interaction device, and the user’s interaction preferences.\textsuperscript{69}

Collaborative problem solving and proactive assistance are both rooted in the notion of an agent taking action to assist another. Indeed, a collaborative agent will often need to act proactively to fulfill its commitments to its partner. Proactive assistance goes beyond collaborative problem solving, however, in that an agent may take actions unilaterally on behalf of its user without any joint agreement as to the desirability or suitability of the actions.\textsuperscript{5} In fact, it is precisely this degree of autonomy that makes proactive assistance potentially valuable, as it enables the agent to support its user without interfering with her normal activities.

Therefore, although a \textit{theory of proactivity} will have much in common with theories of collaboration such as Joint Intentions and SharedPlans, whereas those frameworks focus on high-level characterizations of how and when to provide assistance, an operational theory of proactivity requires further elaboration of these concepts. Theories of collaboration do not define how an agent weighs the cost and benefits of potential goals and the plans to achieve them to assess which are appropriate to perform.\textsuperscript{82,26} Moreover, a proactive assistive agent must have an explicit model of user desires, in addition to current user goals and plans, as well as a theory that defines how those can be furthered by actions that the agent can perform. The requirements for and organization of these latter reasoning functions are our topic for this article.

Returning to our starting point, we can regard Isbell and Pierce’s Interface-Proactivity continuum as a user-centred perspective on the notion of \textit{adjustable autonomy}.\textsuperscript{39} A large body of literature considers the question of initiative in the context of human–agent teams. STEAM is an example of a decision-theoretic approach to decisions such as when and how to communicate. The later Electric Elves project pursued the same questions in the context of assistive agents.\textsuperscript{8} Learning from that project, Maheswaran \textit{et al.} survey the key adjustable autonomy questions for personal assistive agents,\textsuperscript{55} calling out challenges around capability differentials and personalization, and distinguishing permission and consultation requirements.

Research has shown that humans attribute projections to computers and devices — especially to agents, whether software or embodied.\textsuperscript{65} Users’ trust in a system and their willingness to ascribe authority for autonomous activity is influenced by system competence\textsuperscript{22} and remit (the nature of the autonomy).\textsuperscript{24} Awareness of and understanding into (semi-)autonomous behavior is found to be a major determinate of trust, especially for adaptive systems.\textsuperscript{35,15} Performance and user interface considerations are significant, even in systems that successfully engender change in user work practices.\textsuperscript{50}

When a system takes initiative, that initiative can include communicating with or consulting the user. The potential cost is the interruption of the user and her loss of cognitive focus — particularly if the topic of the interruption differs from what the user was working on.\textsuperscript{56,82} Interruption management is usually approached by approximating and weighing

\textsuperscript{*}One can construe an implicit agreement between user and agent that the agent act as the user’s assistive agent; compare the discussion of the general desire $\hat{d}$ in Section 4.
the potential benefits of the interruption — to the system’s activity, albeit in service of a
user: for example the value of information — and the potential costs of the interruption.
Such cost-benefit analysis and related decision-theoretic estimation has been explored in
multi-agent teamwork settings as well as in assistive interface agent settings.

3. A Characterization of Helpful Proactive Assistance for Task Management

Ethnographic studies of human work habits and task management (e.g., Refs. 2 and 16)
reveal that people usually achieve all their important tasks. We become adept at multi-
tasking and remembering what really matters; however, we fail to perfectly achieve tasks
with soft deadlines, or to remember less-critical details. When overloaded, we tend to forget
the non-essential tasks, and we achieve essential tasks as best we can. It is these areas where
assistance technology can thus provide greatest utility.

We take as our starting point that the user has entered a description of her tasks and
the tasks assigned to her agent into an electronic to-do list. Thus we obviate the need to
infer the intent of the user. We take these to-do entries to be a concrete manifestation
of intent descending from some of her goals. Similarly, we assume that the user employs
electronic artifacts to keep track of her calendar, and works within an instrumented desktop
environment. These are all valid for the desktop context and system infrastructure of a
CALO agent.

Our setting is collaborative in nature. A CALO agent serves its user who works within a
cooperative teamwork environment with other humans. The user’s colleagues each may or
may not have a CALO agent assisting him. While recognizing that some users might seek
self-advantage in a collaborative setting, the CALO project does not encompass developing
gaming-resistant mechanisms; such mechanism design is studied elsewhere.

3.1. Task management with a CALO agent

We use the term task management to refer broadly to the planning, execution, and
oversight of tasks associated with work assignments. Three technologies provide direct assistance
with task management in the CALO system: a Task Executor, a To-do Manager, and
a Calendar Manager. They are shown in Figure 1, together with the modules that operationalize
the proactive behavior we describe in the coming sections. Further details on the
task management architecture and components for CALO are given by Myers et al. and
in the references we cite below.

The Task Executor provides the ability to perform tasks on behalf of or in conjunction
with the user. Execution is enabled by a library of workflows, called the task library,
that encode processes that can be followed to accomplish a particular task. Workflows are
composed of lower-level tasks (“steps”), which are annotated to indicate which agent(s)
are permitted to perform them. In addition to permissions, annotations may also indicate

\textsuperscript{d} The interested reader may obtain the code of selected modules from the CALO project, which are collectively referred to as the ‘CALO Framework’, at pal.sri.com.
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Fig. 1. Task management in the CALO system.

Declaratively, the workflows describe the subtasks that the user, the agent, or other agents achieve to fulfill a goal, together with constraints between the subtasks (e.g., subtask ordering). Procedurally, the workflows provide recipes that CALO can instantiate into a plan to achieve a given (sub)task. Workflows in the task library might be executable only by the user, only by the agent, by either, or by both together.

The Task Executor is built as an “agent” in the SPARK agent system, with the procedural aspects of workflows encoded in the SPARK procedure representation language. Workflows can be specified manually (by knowledge engineers), or be taught to the system (by end users) through a learning by demonstration framework. The task learning framework also enables end users to edit workflows and to compose new workflows from the library of existing workflows.

Second, the To-do Manager provides a framework to aid the user in organizing and tracking tasks. The CALO To-do Manager, called Towel, provides basic functions found in typical to-do managers that help the user remember what needs to be done and when. However, Towel goes beyond such systems through its support for both the delegation of tasks to teammates and the dispatching of tasks for execution by the Task Executor. For task dispatching, the user can assign a task to CALO by selecting from a menu of automated capabilities. Alternatively, the user can define a task informally by providing a textual description of it; Towel will provide the user with a list of possible workflows that capabilities to perform a step. By default, CALO infers whether it can perform a step by determining whether it has a fully system-executable workflow for that step in its library.
it believes it could perform to help accomplish this task. Learned models derived from implicit user feedback, combined with lexical and syntactic parsing achieve these matchings. For example, given the task description “Plan project review meeting”, Towel may suggest a ScheduleMeeting workflow as potentially useful. Thus, CALO may be told or can infer a mapping from a subset of the tasks to formal models within a task ontology (i.e., the tasks have associated semantic descriptions). It can also infer likely parameters for instances of tasks from the ontology.

Associated with each task in Towel can be a rich body of information about provenance (source, time of creation), requirements (deadlines, priority, expected duration), current state, and relations to other tasks (semantic groupings, task/subtask relations).

Third, the Calendar Manager supports the user in scheduling meetings, in negotiating over meeting requests received via email, calendaring application, or directly via CALO, and in managing temporal commitments. Individual calendar entries are defined by their start and end times, the organizer, the participants, category, importance, and location. Like many other CALO components, the Calendar Manager acquires learned models of user preference and behavior. The Calendar Manager uses its acquired model of the user’s scheduling preferences to compute preferred candidate schedules in response to a user scheduling request. It presents a subset of the candidate schedules to the user, and updates its preference model according to the user’s choice among them.

These three task management tools provide a range of services and information that can inform proactive reasoning as to user and task state. One such capability is an estimation of the ‘busyness’ of the user, which is determined by combining temporal commitments from the user’s calendar with estimated workloads calculated by considering deadlines and durations for tasks in the To-do Manager. A fourth tool, a Workflow Tracker, provides additional state information related to user focus and progress on tasks. We describe it in detail in Section 5.

Additional services within the CALO system provide relevant background information to further inform reasoning for proactive assistance. A Relevance Engine identifies documents and emails that are potentially related to tasks. An Expertise Finder identifies people within an organization who may have expertise on particular topics. A Delegation Learner develops models that recommend specific individuals to whom tasks might be assigned, based on prior delegation events.

3.2. Characterizing proactive behavior

Within such a setting, three challenges must be addressed in order to develop effective personal assistant agents. Each challenge involves the agent reasoning about its actions, and also meta-reasoning about the reasoning itself. We distinguish tasks performed solely by the user (user tasks) from those performed solely by the agent (agent tasks), and those performed jointly in partnership (shared tasks).

What form of initiative? A personal assistant agent acts when delegated tasks by its user, and when it is obliged to act by commitments it has made (e.g., an agreement with a mer-
chant to purchase an item on its user’s behalf\textsuperscript{[11]}. Our hypothesis is that the agent can act under its own initiative at other times, in order to assist its user. A pivotal control issue is answering the question of under what circumstances the agent should consider some proactive action.

**What actions to take?** We envision a personal assistant agent serving its user in many ways. On some occasions its assistance will be initiated proactively, on other occasions by the user or as a result of actions by another agent. Our focus is formed by the combined questions of determining the situations in which to take initiative for task management and what actions to perform to manifest it. Although we will not address the subject in detail, nonetheless it is important to recognize that the agent should weight whether the actions it is considering will be helpful to the user, by means of a cost–benefit analysis.\textsuperscript{[6]} Moreover, since there will be a measure of uncertainty about the current situation, the user’s goals and her focus of attention, and the effects of its actions, the agent should act with care, as we elaborate below. As will be explained, our approach is to have the agent by default offer suggestions that the agent act, rather than make decisions or take action in a fully autonomous fashion.

**How to perform the actions?** Once the agent has decided to or is compelled to act, it must deliberate further about the modality and timing of its action.\textsuperscript{[43,27]} Is it better to do nothing, to suggest, to confirm then act, or to act without consulting the user? To act now or later? To interrupt or not? Ineffective decisions by the agent in this aspect strongly detract from the perceived utility of a cognitive assistant.\textsuperscript{[82]}

To these three challenges we might add the challenge of **how to learn to do it better**: a helpful assistant should seek to broaden and refine its problem-solving skills through learning.\textsuperscript{[70,3]}

### 3.3. Examples of proactive behavior for task management

Figure 2 provides a selected taxonomy of possible proactive activities that an assistive agent might perform, on behalf of its user, to support task management in an office setting such as that of CALO. We divide the list into four categories: Act directly, Act indirectly, Collect information, and Remind, notify, ask. Except those in italic, all the items in Figure 2 have been implemented in the CALO system. The following implemented scenario illustrates how a proactive behavior on the part of an intelligent assistant can provide value in the office domain.

*CALO observes the items currently in your electronic to-do list, what you are currently working on, what you have delegated to your CALO and to other people, and your commitments for the week ahead. CALO assesses that your workload is likely to be uncomfortably

\textsuperscript{[6]}The agent might even refrain from acting on a user-delegated task, if it can provide sufficient justification to the user. Of course, the agent’s role as an assistant mandates that the user be able to override its decisions, as well as more broadly to advise its operation.
N. Yorke-Smith et al.

- **Act directly**
  - perform the next step or steps of a shared task
  - perform or prepare for future steps of a shared task now
  - initiate the first step of a shared or agent task
  - suggest (shared) tasks the agent can take over and perform
  - *establish a learning goal (i.e., to learn new capabilities)*

- **Act indirectly**
  - suggest a user task be delegated to a teammate, or that the user offer to take on the task of a teammate
  - suggest a meeting be rescheduled
  - suggest a lower-priority task be postponed to free resources
  - suggest a task be promoted or demoted in priority
  - suggest (better) ways to achieve a (shared) task
  - anticipate failures of (shared) tasks and look for ways to reduce the failure likelihood or the impact of failure

- **Collect information**
  - gather, summarize information relevant to a user or shared task
  - monitor the status of tasks delegated to a teammate
  - monitor and summarize resource levels and commitments
  - analyze possible consequences/requirements of a (shared) task

- **Remind, notify, ask**
  - remind of upcoming deadlines and events
  - remind of the user’s next step in a shared task
  - ask for feedback or guidance from user
  - ask for clarification or elaboration of a (shared) task
  - *monitor and filter incoming messages*

Fig. 2. A taxonomy of some possible proactive activities in task management.

high at the end of the week. Via a message in a peripheral window, CALO offers you a reminder of an important meeting early next week, with the suggestion that a paper review (on your to-do list) could be transferred to a colleague (whom CALO identifies as having appropriate expertise and time in his schedule), to leave you time to focus on the meeting. In addition, CALO begins to prepare background material for the meeting without being explicitly asked. It attaches the relevant documents to the item in your to-do list and the event in your calendar.

This scenario illustrates two distinct types of proactive behavior for an agent. The first type, which we call *task-focused proactivity*, involves providing assistance for a task that the user either is already performing or is committed to performing; assistance takes the form of adopting or enabling some associated subtasks. Task-focused proactivity is exemplified in the above scenario by CALO collecting background information in support of
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...a scheduled meeting. We note that systems such as COLLAGEN and SPA are designed for
task-focused operation, although not task-focused proactivity.

The second type of proactive behavior, which we call utility-focused proactivity, in-
volves assistance related to helping the user generally with her set of tasks, rather than
contributing directly to a specific current task. An example of this type occurs in the sce-
nario when CALO takes the initiative to recommend transferring a paper review task in
response to the detection of high workload levels. This action is triggered not by a moti-
vation to perform (either partially or fully) an individual task on the user’s to-do list, but
rather in response to a higher-level motivation.

The vision for effective task management by CALO includes proactive behavior as a
complement to the previous delegative-only behavior. In this vision, the agent more adeptly
supports the user in task management. To do so, the agent can act according to its own
initiative at times — the first of the three challenges described earlier — subject to the
adjustable autonomy control of its user. The CALO vision does not encompass the assistive
agent performing fully autonomous task management: the servant does not become the
boss.

3.4. Principles for proactive behavior

To guide the development of proactive agent behavior, we set out nine principles, akin to
the principles for intelligent mixed-initiative user interfaces\(^\text{41}\):

- **valuable**: advances the user’s interests and tasks, in the user’s opinion;
- **pertinent**: attentive to the current situation;
- **competent**: within the scope of the agent’s abilities and knowledge;
- **unobtrusive**: not interfering with the user’s own activities or attention, without warrant;
- **transparent**: understandable to the user;
- **controllable**: exposed to the scrutiny and according to the mandate of the user;
- **deferent**: gracefully unimposing;
- **anticipatory**: aware of current and future needs and opportunities; and
- **safe**: minimizes negative consequences, in the user’s opinion.

These principles reflect the centrality of the user and her experience. The agent’s actions
are valuable only if they ultimately add value for the user. They assist only if they are
performed in a manner that takes account of the user’s focus and immediate as well as
longer-term needs. Horvitz et al. for instance capture the behavior sought in the Lumière
project: “The sensibility of an intuitive, courteous butler . . . potentially valuable suggestions
from time to time . . . genuine value . . . minimal disturbance.”\(^\text{42}\) (See also the vision exposed
by Negroponte.\(^\text{67}\))

Prior research on assistive agents emphasizes ease of understanding by the user of the
agent’s operation, together with ease of directing, ignoring, and correcting the agent, as

\(^{44}\)Iba\(^44\) points out that competence by itself is not sufficient for helpfulness and, further, argues that limited incom-
petence need not preclude helpfulness.
well as working entirely without it.\textsuperscript{8,38,41,35} Transparency and controllability are essential to build trust, which is especially important in an agent with an extended life cycle, such as a user’s assistant,\textsuperscript{70,35} and even more so if the agent acts on its own initiative.

Returning to the earlier example, CALO’s actions are pertinent to the important upcoming meeting. CALO itself is not capable of reviewing the paper; identifying a colleague who potentially is able, CALO does not delegate the task from your to-do list automatically, but leaves you in control to take the suggestion or not. This suggestion and the preparation of background materials are both safe, defined in this case by an absence of changes of state other than a gain in information. Throughout, CALO’s actions are unobtrusive: the communication is via a peripheral message with context, and the completed information gathering is again in context, attached to the relevant artifacts in your working environment.

\textsection{3.5. A second example scenario\textsuperscript{8}}

You have put “hire engineer” on your to-do list. CALO suggests this could be an instance of a Hiring shared task. When you confirm, CALO readies the Hiring Approval form, prepopulating what it can. It attaches the form to the task as a link. Later, after you complete the remainder of form, CALO asks whether it should submit it for you. You answer negatively, because you want to review the form tomorrow before sending it.\textsuperscript{b} Accordingly, CALO adds a “Submit Hiring Approval form” to its suggestion list. The next day, when satisfied with the form, you accept this suggestion.

The next step in the Hiring task must wait until you indicate that approval is received; CALO can prompt you, should it detect, e.g., an email notification. CALO prepopulates the Job Description and Advertise Job Listing forms. Based on its learned models of expertise, CALO suggests that the subtask of Write Role Summary for the former could be delegated to a member of your team.

In due course, as applications are received via the company website, CALO searches internet databases for each applicant, attaching any publications and patents it finds to the database entry for that applicant on the company intranet. Once you have begun to select candidates to bring for interview, CALO reasons over the expertise and availability of interviewers. CALO knows that preparations for a client meeting in three weeks’ time are expected to occupy a significant amount of staff time. It suggests the options of inviting fewer candidates, rescheduling some less important meetings, or delaying your stated deadline for the hiring decision.

Later CALO supports you through scheduling the interviews and the decision meeting. It prepares the form rejection and offer letters according to templates, for your review, and with your approval offers to forward them to central administration for mailing.

This scenario shows examples of proactive behavior in each of the four categories of Figure 2. Observe how the cognitive assistant must support its user through the life of ex-

\textsuperscript{8}This scenario intentionally extends slightly beyond the implemented CALO functionality (Section 5, also Refs. 60, 74 and 61) in order to communicate the vision for personalized task management assistance.

\textsuperscript{b}Although CALO does have facilities for natural language understanding,\textsuperscript{90} we need not envision use of such a modality here.
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tended processes, as opposed to merely assisting with one-shot tasks. CALO acts directly, such as initiating the shared task of completing the Hiring Approval form. CALO acts indirectly, such as anticipating difficulty (leading to greater risk of failure) of the preparations for the client meeting. CALO proactively collects information, such as the patents of the interview candidates. Finally, CALO would remind, notify, and ask, such as regarding the submission of the Hiring Approval form. Throughout, CALO’s actions are transparent, controllable, deferent, and safe.

4. A BDI-Based Framework for Proactive Assistance

Having characterized helpful proactive assistive behavior, we now introduce — more concretely — an extended BDI model of agency designed to support such behavior. Specifically, we define a meta-level layer that augments a BDI framework to enable (1) identification of potentially helpful actions, and (2) determination of when those actions should be performed. The following Section 5 will describe our implementation of the framework.

The well-known BDI model provides an explicit, declarative representation of three key mental structures of an agent: informational attitudes about the world (Beliefs), motivational attitudes on what to do (Desires), and deliberative commitments to act (Intentions).\(^7\) The primary deliberative processes of a BDI agent can be broadly characterized as focusing on goal selection (i.e., identifying what intentions to pursue) and action selection (i.e., how to pursue them). This reasoning necessarily takes into account the current BDI cognitive state of the agent to determine what is feasible and desirable given current beliefs and commitments. BDI agent frameworks such as Jadex,\(^7\) JACK,\(^9\) PRS,\(^3\) and SPARK\(^5\) implement these decision-making processes as a combination of base- and meta-level reasoning:\(^i\) simple strategies are hard-coded in the base level of the agent but more sophisticated agent-specific meta-level strategies can be invoked as needed. In particular, meta-level reasoning can support control of deliberation, conflict resolution, identification of learning goals, and — as described below — proactive behavior by an intelligent assistant.

The reasoning that enables CALO’s current (non-proactive) task-related capabilities draws on an extension of the classical BDI framework, called the delegative BDI model.\(^6\) In particular for our purpose, this extended framework distinguishes different types of goals: Candidate Goals (goals that may make the combined set of goals inconsistent if they are adopted) and Adopted Goals. The latter set has key properties (consistency, feasibility\(^6,18,17\)) that are simply assumed of goals in many implemented BDI systems.\(^1\) The delegative BDI model also incorporates forms of user-specified guidance and preferences on the execution of these tasks, and on the agent’s cognition, called advice. However, the

---

\(^i\)Meta-level refers to reasoning about the agent’s reasoning itself.\(^14\) The subjects of such meta-reasoning are decisions such as whether to enter reasoning, and which reasoning to undertake.

\(^1\)As several authors have pointed out, many implemented BDI agents assume that the desires of the agent are consistent and feasible, and effectively treat goals and desires as equivalent; thus, these systems might better be called B(G)I implementations.\(^7,9\)
framework in the various aspects of its meta-reasoning does not encompass deliberation in order to manifest proactive assistance by generating Candidate Goals. We next describe an architectural framework to enable such deliberation.

4.1. Architecting for proactive assistance

Figure 3 depicts proactive goal generation in an extension of the delegative BDI agent architecture. As usual in BDI-like formulations, the agent’s base-level cognition reasons about how to realize Adopted Goals as intentions. Multiple forms of meta-cognition are depicted to the right. In addition to the usual BDI meta-cognition over aspects such as agent control — for example, over goal selection — we show proactive goal generation and filtering, an extension to the prior delegative BDI model. Other forms of meta-cognition include the development of learning goals, for example.

The framework includes, at a conceptual level, recognition of the user as a cognitive entity. However, it is not within our remit to explore models of user cognition. Computationally grounded models of user emotive state, for example, have been developed in service of the development of affective agents.\(^\text{76}\)

A personal assistive agent can be thought of as holding an overarching meta-desire of being a helpful assistant to its user, which we denote \(\hat{d}\). We can envision a limited number of additional desires at both the base- and meta-levels. One desire might be to learn (although one could construe this as the agent bettering itself in order to become a better assistant). Indeed, in principle, the majority of an assistive agent’s desires — or at least goals that might arise from them — can be considered as consequences of the overarching high-level desire \(\hat{d}\). In practice, an explicit representation of motivational attitudes will be chosen, to avoid the complexity of excessive first-principles reasoning during execution.

Adopted Goals are, for our purposes, a subset of Candidate Goals. Candidate Goals (CGs) are created through two mechanisms. At the base level, they arise from the agent’s

Fig. 3. Extended BDI agent architecture for proactive assistance.
motivations to achieve tasks delegated by the user. At the meta-level, CGs are generated proactively as depicted, as a result of deliberation over a theory of proactivity, elements of which are described in Section 4.2. This aspect of meta-cognition, motivated by the high-level desire \( \hat{d} \), reasons over agent beliefs about user, agent, and world states, user and agent capabilities, as well as a theory of helpfulness.

As we have noted, the agent’s generation of a CG does not imply that it will necessarily adopt the CG. The control aspect of meta-level cognition chooses how to execute any adopted goal; in particular, the agent might wait before acting, suggest that it acts, ask whether it should act, just act, and so forth.\(^{42,81,27}\) This filtering of proactively-generated CGs is accomplished by the meta-layer denoted proactive goal filtering in Figure 3.

The architecture does not impose the characteristics of the agent’s behavior, which will vary from agent to agent. Similarly, it does not specify the mechanism for reasoning to determine which CGs to create for transferal to the base-level portion of the agent. This strategy can be freely specified according to the character of the agent by appropriate instantiation of the theory of proactivity. Section 5 describes our implemented approach to CG generation, adoption, and assistance manifestation, founded on the elements we next describe.

### 4.2. Elements of a theory of proactivity

Section 3 identified three challenges for an agent to support proactive assistance: what form of assistance, what actions to take, and when and how to perform the actions. Recall that our focus is the first two challenges in the context of task management. We now propose principles for a theory of proactivity designed to support a proactive agent in meeting these challenges. This theory is composed of subtheories for user desires, helpfulness, and safe actions. With our focus on the operationalization of proactive assistance, we do not develop formally the subtheories.

**Theory of User Desires.** A theory of user desires is necessary to describe the long- and short-term objectives of the user. Such a theory provides the means to assess the situated value of each potential agent action in terms of the user’s objectives. The question for the agent is then: when are actions of varying degrees of safety, utility, and timeliness to be considered? If a task has many safe actions and high perceived benefit, should it be barred because one action is potentially unsafe, e.g., accepting a meeting on the user’s behalf?

While application- and task-focused proactivity seek to provide assistance to the user with immediate, tangible goals, utility-focused proactivity by contrast addresses more general objectives of the user. Utility-focused proactivity requires a representation of the user’s unstated interest goals (in the terminology of the cognitive model of Ortony, Clore and Collins (OCC)\(^{73}\)) as well as explicitly stated achieve and replenishment goals.\(^{5}\) Since interest goals differ between individuals, a helpful assistive agent requires such a model

\(^{5}\)We might say that OCC interest goals correspond to desires in the BDGI model; OCC achieve goals map directly to goals of achievement, while OCC replenishment goals can be seen as a form of maintenance goal.\(^{91}\)
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(perhaps learned) of its user, in order to assess the value of agent actions. Kamali et al.\cite{47} and Oh et al.\cite{72} are among those who recognize the value of a model of user desires in providing the most helpful assistance over an extended period.

Further, meta-reasoning over the sufficiency of the model (i.e., how complete, current, and accurate the agent believes its knowledge of the user’s desires) guides the agent’s goal deliberation and also guides its consideration of learning goals.

**Theory of Helpfulness.** A theory of helpfulness defines the principles that direct the agent’s reasoning to determine what actions would (most) aid the user now and in the future. In particular, this theory encodes the logic for selecting among possible intentions and the means to pursue them, given a characterization of current user desires. The various approaches in the literature to operationalize a theory of helpfulness include Bayesian modelling,\cite{42} decision theory,\cite{26,72} and forms of logical rules.\cite{27}

**Theory of Safe Actions.** A theory of safe actions is necessary to define bounds on what an agent is allowed to do when performing tasks proactively. In particular, given that the agent will be acting on its own initiative without user awareness of its actions, it is important that only actions with benign or positive effects be performed, so as not to interfere with user activities or change the world in unexpected ways.

Anticipating the consequence of actions requires suitable models of effects, temporal projection (for instance, with Linear Temporal Logic\cite{40}), and possibly dedicated data structures and reasoning (e.g., Refs. 89 and 58). The definition of a safe action varies from context to context, as a conjunction of factors such as: maintains world state; maintains world state except to increase knowledge; immediately reversible without cost; immediately reversible with negligible cost; reversible without cost; reversible with negligible cost; reversible; without negative consequence on user tasks; without negative consequence on tasks of others in the team; and with limited use of shared (team) resources.

5. Operationalizing Proactivity through Assistance Patterns

As Grosz and Kraus\cite{36} remark, BDI and collaboration theories are less often directly implemented in practical agent designs as much as used to provide a “system specification”, or even simply as a source of insight informing the design. For example, COLLAGEN’s discourse reasoning algorithms originate from reasoning with the SharedPlans intend that construct, but do not implement explicit reasoning over such constructs.

Similarly, our implementation of the meta-level components for proactive goal generation and proactive goal filtering in Figure 3 avoids reasoning over explicit theories of user desires, helpful activities, and safe actions. Rather, for proactive goal generation, these theories are compiled into a form of meta-knowledge that we term assistance patterns (APs). Assistance patterns provide a form of knowledge that bridges the gap from the high-level desire $\hat{d}$ to help the user to more concrete motivations for the agent. At present APs are compiled by knowledge engineers; it is not within our scope to explore automated AP compilation from high-level specifications of proactive behavior. APs are defined in terms of a set of trigger conditions that, when satisfied, identify one or more Candidate Goals
to be considered for passing to the base-level component of the agent. AP triggers are defined in terms of beliefs about the user’s mental state (e.g., goals, commitments, focus of attention), the agent’s own state, and the world state.

Part of the user’s mental state consists of her preferences about interaction and assistance. These include, for instance, her preferred types of assistance, her preferences about interruption (including timing), and her preferences about modality of interaction. CALO combines reasoning over current user, task, and system activity and the context of that activity, and reasoning over the user’s preferences, in order to appropriately trigger APs and act on triggered APs, as we will explain. CALO builds a preference model from two sources. First, it obtains explicitly stated preferences, such as through a “wizard” interface for new CALO users. Second, CALO observes the user’s activities and responses, and refines and augments its preference model through automatic learning from explicit and implicit feedback (e.g., Ref. 60).

In the remainder of this section we describe our operationalization of proactive assistance. The framework presented in Section 4 is implemented in the CALO agent system, through the Proactive Assistance modules shown in Figure 1. We describe behavior specification through assistance patterns, state estimation through the Workflow Tracker, and Candidate Goal deliberation by the Suggestion Manager.

5.1. Assistance Patterns describe potentially helpful proactive behaviors

The assistance patterns of an agent encode the manifestations of proactive behavior given in Figure 2. Four example APs are shown in Figure 4 as pseudocode, with cue denoting the triggering conditions. The first AP, reduceUserBusynessByDelegatingTask, cues from an estimation that the user’s busyness is above a threshold; the AP generates a Candidate Goal to suggest that a task be delegated to another agent, as we saw in the earlier example scenario. Second, AP commenceNextStepOfSharedWorkflow cues from the trigger that there exists a shared task for which the agent can perform the next step; the CG that results is that the agent suggest it perform this step.

The third example is the AP remindOthersTheirOverdueTasks that identifies tasks assigned to other agents that are behind schedule; the AP generates a CG for CALO to issue appropriate reminders. As a final example, AP identifyWeakSynergyBetweenTasks cues from the existence of possible synergy between two tasks (contrast Ref. 89); the CG that results is that the agent propose notifying the user accordingly.

We implemented a set of APs within the operational CALO agent, using the BDI-based SPARK system augmented by an explicit representation of Candidate and Adopted Goals. All the activities of Figure 2 are implemented, except those denoted in italic. The pseudocode of APs such as those in Figure 4 is readily translatable into SPARK’s procedural representation, leveraging its meta-level events and meta-reasoning capabilities, and its concept of advice. Advice is form of guidance and preferences that can be specified by users to exert run-time control on what an agent does (i.e., degrees of autonomy) and how it does it (i.e., selection among alternatives).
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reduceUserBusynessByDelegatingTask

**cue:** user busyness > threshold AND

there exists a user task t AND

CALO knows that t can be potentially delegated

**body:** select agent A from set of potential delegatees

create CG to suggest that user delegates t to A

commenceNextStepOfSharedWorkflow

**cue:** there exists shared workflow w AND

w has a subtask t' not yet commenced AND

t' is immediate successor of a completed subtask AND

no advice prohibits CALO from commencing t'

**body:** create CG to suggest that CALO commence t'

remindOthersTheirPendingTasks

**cue:** there exists workflow w for task t AND

expected remaining duration of w will exceed deadline for t AND

no advice prohibits CALO from reminding A of t'

**body:** alert user that w could exceed deadline

create CG to suggest that CALO remind A of t'

identifyWeakSynergyBetweenTasks

**cue:** there exist tasks t and t' in different workflows AND

the post-conditions of t imply the post-conditions of t'

**body:** create CG to alert user that accomplishing t will accomplish t'

---

**Fig. 4.** Sample assistance patterns.

We emphasize that many APs are *generic*: they are general capabilities that apply in any circumstance within the domain of the agent. For example, the AP to perform the next step of a shared task may be expected to be relevant as a source of CG generation for all CALO users in all circumstances. While the focus of our implementation has been a set of universally applicable patterns for task management, we envision certain patterns that are specialized to a given context. For example, one user might teach her CALO an assistance pattern that the agent should send her a text message, if there is no response from her secretary over a certain period.

### 5.2. Workflow Tracker informs Assistance Patterns

To assist its user with task management, a personal agent requires an understanding of the user’s goals, and knowledge of means by which the user and/or the agent can achieve these goals. As described in Section 3.1, part of the context of task management in the CALO system is the user’s list of her tasks in the To-do Manager. Recall that some of these tasks are associated with formal models, i.e., system-understandable descriptions of the user’s goal, and that CALO’s task library consists of a dual declarative/procedural representation of multi-agent workflows to achieve a given goal.

When a workflow involves user steps, keeping track of progress is challenging. For example, in the workflow `JournalPaperReview`, the user first downloads the paper and the review form attached to the review request email. Next, the user prints the paper

---

1This is not to say that such CGs will always be generated from this AP: it depends on whether the AP’s cue is triggered, as well as on the outcome of agent’s meta-decision making processes.
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and completes the review form. Finally, the user sends the completed review form back as a reply to the request email. It would be burdensome for CALO to require the user to explicitly indicate commencement and completion of every step she undertakes. We call the problem of automatically identifying the workflow and the user’s current step workflow recognition and tracking. As shown in Figure 1, CALO includes instrumentation for the desktop (Windows Explorer) and common applications such as email clients (Thunderbird), web browsers (Firefox and Internet Explorer), and office applications (Word, PowerPoint, Excel) so that user-performed actions are captured and logged. The Workflow Tracker module, identifies whether the stream of captured interaction events matches with any of the workflows in the task library and, if so, tracks its current progress.

Variants of the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) have been used for this kind of activity tracking problem. However, in the desktop domain, steps in a workflow are often associated with a particular desktop object, such as an email, file, or webpage, best described as a parameter for the step (e.g., OpenFile("review.doc")). To accommodate workflow parameters, CALO uses a Logical Hierarchical HMM as its representation of the workflow model.

The Logical HMM extends the HMM state to take the form of a ground atom in a first-order language. State transitions can be written in the form of logical rules, such as OpenFile(X) → EditDocument(X) : 0.8. Here, the variable X of the predicates ranges over the set of documents in the system, and 0.8 represents the transition probability. Similarly, the observation model is OpenFile(X) → WordOpenEvent(X) : 1.0. In order to accommodate irrelevant activities between workflow steps (e.g., the user reads some other emails), a distinguished ‘Background’ state is included in the model; it can generate any observable event uniformly. The Logical Hierarchical HMM further arranges the HMM states into a hierarchy, in order to successfully scale the workflow tracking.

Workflow recognition can now be viewed formally as a filtering problem on the Logical Hierarchical HMM representing the workflow. We adopt a particle filter approach to avoid the prohibitive cost of exact inference. Given a stream of user interaction events, the algorithm returns a distribution over the possible steps in the workflow (including a ‘Background’ state). This allows CALO both to identify the most likely step and to identify the most likely parameter values for this step. The algorithm is described further by Duong et al.; it has been extended to handle multiple interleaved concurrent workflows.

The state information from the Workflow Tracker is provided to the Execution Monitor (Figure 1) and exploited by the assistance patterns to generate situationally relevant Candidate Goals, both task focused (i.e., relating to the task that Workflow Tracker identifies the user is working on) and utility focused (e.g., relating to overall workload).

5.3. Suggestion Manager filters Candidate Goals generated by APs

The principle of goal-directed focus in deliberation applies to assistance patterns in terms of contextual filtering, as much as it does to other aspects of agent deliberation,

A personal assistant agent could perform some of the steps, such as sending the reply email. Other steps, such as completing the review, are beyond current technology!
such as the agent’s regular control loop (compare Figure 3). Accordingly, generation of a proactive CG need not entail its adoption. Consideration of APs and the CGs they generate is informed by the context of the agent’s current mental state and its beliefs about the user’s state — including its estimate of the user’s current task — and about the world. At any point, the agent may deliberate over whether to adopt any CGs the APs may generate. At the other extreme, the agent designer may choose to encode some APs so that their body executes without explicit deliberation nor consultation with the user, as soon as the cues become true.

To support this kind of meta-reasoning, which instantiates the theory of helpfulness, and further to provide contextually sensitive assistance, we implemented a Suggestion Manager, as shown in Figure 1. The Suggestion Manager provides CALO with the proactive goal filtering meta-layer depicted in Figure 3. This module again leverages meta-level reasoning facilities. It deliberates over whether and how to proactively act, complementing the existing situations where CALO is obliged to act, such as when a subtask is explicitly delegated by the user.

All of the APs currently implemented in CALO result in a CG to create a suggestion to the user; none lead to autonomous action except by the decision of the Suggestion Manager. Thus, we defer towards the interface end of the Interface–Proactivity continuum. This design decision of limited autonomy follows the principles highlighted earlier, pursuing the objectives of transparency, controllability, and safety, so that non-technical users may trust the CALO agent in real-world setting.

The Suggestion Manager reasons over the proactively generated CGs to decide whether to manifest each suggestion (or simply drop it), and if so, when and how. Figure 5 shows a suggestion that originates from the AP commenceNextStepOfSharedWorkflow, unobtrusively manifest in a peripheral sidebar (top right). If the user accepts a suggestion, then CALO acts on the body of the suggestion. For example, it commences the next step of the workflow: here, to open the attachment. In this way we design CALO’s default behavior to be safe and deferential, minimizing the cost to the user of unwanted or inappropriate proactive activity. The Suggestion Manager may, however, decide not to display the suggestion, but simply go ahead and act on its body without explicit instruction from the user. By default, it acts autonomously only when given advice it may do so, such as, “always accept tasks delegated to me by my manager”.

We have implemented other interaction modalities besides the peripheral sidebar display depicted in Figure 5. In order of increasing demand of attention (and so disruptive cost if inappropriate), these include ‘toast’ toolbar notifications, chat messages, and non-modal and modal dialog boxes, in addition to email. CALO emphasises peripheral and contextual modalities so that it rarely interrupts the user in a manner demanding of attention.

The Suggestion Manager’s reasoning accounts for the user’s interaction preferences, her current activity (to avoid acting or interrupting out of context), the potential consequences of its actions (cost, reversibility), the certainty of its information (e.g., confidence of workflow state), and adjustable autonomy permissions. It performs a cost–benefit computation with adaptive weights and, currently, fixed rules. CALO therefore acts, asks, suggests, or does nothing, in order to assist and (it is hoped) not irritate the user.
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Fig. 5. Task-focused proactive assistance provided by CALO.
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The cost–benefit features include estimates of the value of suggestion type, value of suggestion instance, cost of mistake, and cost of interruption; the urgency (time-sensitivity) of the suggestion; and the degree of uncertainty and the system’s confidence. Each AP specifies the type of each suggestion that it generates. Preconfigured thresholds govern the number of suggestions of each type that can be displayed concurrently, the maximum frequency for suggestions of each type and about any subject, and the permitted or prohibited modalities of each suggestion type. The thresholds for acting, asking, suggesting, or doing nothing are established from a range of default values according to user-stated advice, and elicited initial preferences from the configuration ‘wizard’. In the current system the thresholds are static.\cite{54, 27} Future work is to enhance the reasoning, drawing on more sophisticated models pioneered in other systems (e.g., Ref. 42).

By adapting to its user’s preferred working and communication styles, and her capabilities and experience (e.g., Refs. 82 and 23), an agent becomes a more helpful and thus valuable assistant over time. In pursuit of this objective, the Suggestion Manager observes and learns from user feedback about its suggestions. The feedback is optional and may be explicit or implicit. Explicitly, in some views of the user interface the user may click on ‘thumbs up/thumbs down’ icons, or deliberately dismiss a suggestion. Figure 5 shows the latter form of feedback via a context menu. (Suggestions that are not accepted but never explicitly dismissed are, in due course, removed automatically, according to their relevance, temporal expiry, priority, and the available space in the relevant modality.) Implicit feedback comes in the form of suggestions that the user accepts or ignores. Based on the observed feedback, the Suggestion Manager adapts the weights used in its deliberation; the adaptation follows a damped exponential scheme.\cite{74} Future work is to explore transfer learning of suggestion importance, timing, and modality between classes of users, e.g., according to the role or the level of expertise of the user.\cite{74}

6. Conclusion and Future Work

Proactive behavior promises to increase the value of an assistive agent by enabling it to take on a larger role in helping a user complete tasks and manage complex information spaces. Proactive behavior encompasses more than acting directly to achieve an assigned task. We have characterized the properties desired of such behavior, and presented an extended agent architectural model that features a meta-level layer charged with identifying potentially helpful actions and determining when it is appropriate to perform them. The meta-reasoning that answers these questions draws on a theory of proactivity that describes user desires, a model of helpfulness, and conditions under which it is safe to perform actions. Assistance patterns represent an engineered form of this knowledge that instantiates this meta-reasoning over the agent’s beliefs about the user’s mental state and actions as well as over world state. We have implemented the resulting generic framework for proactive goal generation as part of the CALO personalized assistant agent. The implemented frame-

\[ w \times (1 - w) \]

Consider a weight of \( w \) normalized into \([0, 1]\). A positive feedback instance increases the value to \( w + \frac{1}{2}(1 - w) \) while a negative feedback instance decreases it to \( \frac{1}{2}w \). Explicit feedback is ascribed higher significance than implicit.
work draws on a broad range of services in the CALO system, including sophisticated workflow recognition that informs the agent’s beliefs about the user’s state and action.

This article has described the rationale, basis, and approach in designing CALO’s proactive capabilities for task management assistance. Aspects of the system have been specialized to several transition domains. Notably, the Towel to-do list manager evolved into Task Assistant, in which to-do management is combined with collaborative multi-user task execution and proactive suggestions. These suggestions include parameter completion, delegation suggestions, task matching into an ontology, and system task execution. Deployment of Task Assistant to multiple organizations within the US government is underway.

Helpful proactive assistance beholds significant technical challenges. Besides the theoretical underpinnings for a principled approach, agent behavior must most importantly be within context. The vision of agents that operate like intuitive and courteous butlers hinges on an understanding of the user and the world — a combination of cognitive modelling and recognition of task activity — and of how and when to assist, lest the agent be proactive but anything but courteous. Our implementation already draws on activity recognition technology. Our ongoing work is to strengthen the cost–benefit, timing, and modality reasoning of the CALO Suggestion Manager, and to adapt the agent’s behavior more subtly to explicit and implicit user feedback.

Directions for the future include developing a logical formalism in order to make guarantees about agent behavior by reasoning over APs within an instantiation of the theory of helpfulness; a more sophisticated user model including estimation of the user’s emotive state; and the potential of building CALO towards an affective agent. Another direction, although not within our plans for CALO, is user–agent and team collaborations that involves complex and interleaved actions and subplans. Here, reasoning about uncertainty must take account that some actions (e.g., subactions of a collaborative activity and supportive actions) may fail unexpectedly, and that beliefs between the agents may be divergent.

The principles of proactivity presented in Section 3.4 stem from the vision of an assistive agent acting as a “courteous butler”. In other settings, an assistive agent may be endowed with a greater level of autonomy. Here, key heightened challenges are maintaining trust and a greater sensitivity to managing the risk–utility tradeoff of acting.

The lessons learned from our ongoing work — and that of other efforts to build personal cognitive assistants — emphasize the interdisciplinary task if helpful personalized assistant agents are to become a reality in day-to-day life. These include intention recognition (as a broader challenge besides activity recognition), reasoning about actions (such as the theories we have described) and uncertainty, planning and scheduling, social network analysis, and knowledge capture, together informed and in collaboration with cognitive science and human-computer interaction.
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